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**Symposium: Caribbean Coral Reefs at Risk**

**Title:**
NASA's current and next generation coastal remote sensing missions and coral reef projects.

**Abstract:**
The LLILAS Faculty Research Initiative presents a two-day symposium, Caribbean Coral Reefs at Risk. This international symposium examines the current state and future of coral reef conservation efforts throughout the Caribbean from the perspective of government agencies, nongovernment organizations, and academia.
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**Event Dates:** September 24 - 25, 2015

**Location:** The University of Texas at Austin, Texas Governors’ Room, Texas Union Building 3.116.

**Sponsor:** LLILAS Benson Environmental Science Initiative, Mexican Center, and Mellon Visiting Scholars Program, and the Department of Geography & the Environment.

**URL:**
http://calendar.utexas.edu/event/symposium_caribbean_coral_reefs_at_risk#.Vfrfo6a2h4s